An interactive Question Answering (QA) system frequently encounters non-sentential (incomplete) questions. These non-sentential questions may not make sense to the system when a user asks them without the context of conversation. The system thus needs to take into account the conversation context to process the incomplete question. In this work, we present a recurrent neural network (RNN) based encoder decoder network that can generate a complete (intended) question, given an incomplete question and conversation context. RNN encoder decoder networks have been show to work well when trained on a parallel corpus with millions of sentences, however it is extremely hard to obtain conversation data of this magnitude. We therefore propose to decompose the original problem into two separate simplified problems where each problem focuses on an abstraction. Specifically, we train a semantic sequence model to learn semantic patterns, and a syntactic sequence model to learn linguistic patterns. We further combine syntactic and semantic sequence models to generate an ensemble model. Our model achieves a BLEU score of 30.15 as compared to 18.54 using a standard RNN encoder decoder model.
Introduction
Question Answering (QA) systems (Green Jr et al., 1961; Winograd, 1971; Woods and Kaplan, 1977; Hickl et al., 2006; Gobeill et al., 2009 ) enable a user to obtain precise information. A natural extension is an interactive and dialogue based QA system that allows a user to ask follow up or related questions. Interactive QA system however comes with its unique set of challenges. Users ask a follow up or related question by being as terse as possible, and they implicitly refer to concepts and entities in the past conversation. Table 1 depicts a few instances of follow up questions users may ask in an ongoing conversation.
Incomplete questions are a subset of non-sentential utterances (NSU) . NSUs are incomplete utterances which make complete sense when seen in conjunction with the utterances in conversation. Table 1 illustrates some examples of NSU questions (Q2) a user might ask the system given a previous question (Q1) and an answer (A1). R1 refers to the intended complete question. Note that (a) and (c) need the previous question Q1, (b) needs previous answer A1, whereas (d) needs both Q1 and A1 to generate R1. The system thus either needs to restrict how users interact (Carbonell, 1983) , or needs to handle the NSU questions by considering the conversation context. Restricting how users interact with a QA system is not natural, and thus can make the system hard to use. In this work, we focus on using the incomplete question and the conversation context to generate the resolved (intended) question. In the rest of the paper, we refer to this problem as NSU question resolution.
NSU resolution is an active area of research. One set of work deals with classifying NSU (Fernández et al., 2005) . Another set of work proposes a rule or grammar based approach to resolve NSU (Carbonell, 1983; Dalrymple et al., 1991) . Recently, a statistical based approach has been proposed for resolving NSU question (Raghu et al., 2015) . However, this approach only focuses on the simpler problem of Table 1 : Examples of non-sentential questions in conversations: (a) and (c) need the previous question Q1 (b) needs previous answer A1; (d) needs both Q1 and A1 to be resolved resolving NSU based on previous questions, and thus will not be able to handle examples given in Table 1 (b) and 1(d), where previous answer or a combination of previous question and answer is needed. Recently, recurrent neural network (RNN) based encoder decoder networks have been applied successfully to the task of statistical machine translation Sutskever et al., 2014) . RNN encoder decoder, also known as sequence to sequence learning, maps a variable length input sequence to a variable length output sequence. In this work, we approach the problem of NSU question resolution as sequence to sequence learning. We generate the input sequence by concatenating NSU question, previous question and answer. RNN encoder decoder is then used to learn a mapping of this input sequence to the resolved question.
RNN encoder decoder models have been successfully trained on huge parallel corpus of millions of sentences Sutskever et al., 2014) . However, it is extremely hard to obtain conversation data of this magnitude. We have access to only 7220 conversations containing NSU questions, which were collected using Amazon Mechanical Turk (Raghu et al., 2015) .
As we have a small dataset, we propose to decompose the original problem into two separate simplified problems where each problem uses an abstraction. These abstractions help the model training to focus on learning a specific aspect of the problem. Specifically, we train a syntactic sequence model to learn linguistic patterns, and a semantic sequence model to learn semantic patterns. We combine these two different models to generate an ensemble model, which can capture both linguistic and semantic patterns in NSU question conversations.
Our main contributions in this work are as follows:
1. We present a novel approach to handle non-sentential questions using the framework of sequence to sequence learning. Our approach is completely data driven, and can generate complete questions from a non-sentential question, given previous question and answer.
2. We propose a method to decompose the original NSU question resolution problem into two separate simplified abstractions that focus on learning a specific aspect of the problem. One such abstraction is semantic patterns in conversation data, that we learn with the help of a semantic sequence model.
3. We present a syntactic sequence model that focuses solely on learning linguistic patterns in conversations. Finally, we combine the semantic and syntactic sequence models to generate an ensemble model. Our ensemble model achieves a BLEU score of 30.15 as compared to 18.54 using a standard RNN encoder decoder.
Rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. Background needed to understand RNN encoder decoder model is discussed in Section 3. We present syntactic and semantic sequence models in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively. Finally, we discuss experiment settings and results in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.
Related Work
NSUs were studied and classified into various classes by Ferna'ndez and Ginzburg (2002) . One thread of work has focused on identifying and classifying NSUs into classes (Fernández et al., 2005; Rovira, 2006) . Another thread of work has focused on resolving NSUs into complete intended utterances by building domain specific rules or grammar (Dalrymple et al., 1991; Carbonell, 1983) . Writing rules or grammar is hard, extremely time consuming and may suffer with low recall. Therefore, we focus on a data driven and statistical approach. Raghu et al. (2015) is the only work we know of that uses a statistical and data-driven model to resolve NSU questions. However their model cannot handle cases where previous answer or a combination of previous question and answer is needed to resolve a NSU question. For example, their approach cannot handle examples given in Table 1(b) and 1(d). Our approach does not have any such restrictions.
Sequence to sequence learning (Sutskever et al., 2014; ) has been applied to a myriad applications. Some of the successful applications include statistical machine translation, speech translation (Duong et al., 2016) , translating videos to sentences (Venugopalan et al., 2015) , image captioning (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Jia et al., 2015) . Sequence to sequence learning has also been applied in modeling conversations (Li et al., 2016; Serban et al., 2016) .
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work that approaches NSU question resolution as a sequence to sequence learning problem. Ours is also the first work that decomposes the original sequence to sequence learning problem, into separate simplified problems where each problem focuses on an abstraction.
Sequence to Sequence Learning
In this section, we discuss the framework of RNN encoder decoder model. This is followed by discussion on why it can be hard to train a RNN encoder decoder model using a small dataset. We finally formulate NSU question resolution as a sequence to sequence learning problem.
Background and Model Size
Sequence to sequence learning framework uses a recurrent neural network (RNN) to encode a variablelength input sequence to a fixed length vector, and then uses another RNN to decode the vector into a variable-length target sequence .
The model takes a source sentence (x) as input. Each sentence is a sequence of words, and each word is encoded using a one-hot encoding:
The model outputs a target sentence (y), which is a sequence of words:
where t x and t y respectively denote length of sequence x and y, and |V | denotes the vocabulary size, and t x need not be same as t y . Note that compared to a neural machine translation model, we do not need a separate vocabulary for source and target, as source and target are in the same language (English).
RNN encoder first computes its forward state which are fixed length vectors h i :
where
E ∈ m×|V | is the word embedding matrix. W , W z , W r ∈ n×m , U , U z , U r ∈ n×n are weight matrices. m and n are word embedding dimensionality and number of hidden units respectively. σ is the logistic sigmoid function, • is element wise multiplication. RNN decoder is then initialized by a context vector c. Typically a context vector is some combination of RNN Encoder's forward state vectors h i . and Sutskever et al. (2014) assign the context vector as h tx , whereas assign the context vector as a combination of RNN encoder hidden states ( h 1 , h 2 · · · h tx ). The context vector c is then used to output sequence words. Table 2 shows model size used by various RNN encoder decoder implementations. As n |V | and m |V |, we can see that E dominates over other parameters W , W z , W r , U , U z , U r . This is usually not a problem when training data is large (of order of million sentences). However, for a small dataset, training a model with so many parameters does not work. We observed the same in our experiments.
We can reduce the vocabulary size, by replacing words that occur below a minimum frequency threshold with a special unknown symbol (UNK). This however, discards lots of useful information.
We present two new models: syntactic sequence (Section 4) and semantic sequence (Section 5) which can preserve and learn linguistic and semantic patterns respectively, while keeping the vocabulary size small.
Model
Training data V n m 12M 15,000 1000 620 (Bahdanau et al., 2014) 12M 30,000 1000 620 (Sutskever et al., 2014) 12M 160,000 1000 620 Figure 1 depicts how RNN encoder decoder works. RNN encoder first processes the entire input sequence (Q1, A1, Q2) to a single fixed dimension vector (context vector c). This vector is then used to initialize the RNN decoder. RNN decoder then samples output sequence by conditioning on previous sampled word, and the context vector.
Syntactic Sequence Model
We discussed in Section 3.1 that the parameters of RNN encoder decoder model are dominated by the size of vocabulary |V |. Even for a small dataset (1000s of sentences), |V | may be of the order of 10,000. Thus for a small dataset, a RNN encoder decoder model has too many parameters to train it well.
We can reduce the vocabulary size by replacing out of vocabulary (OOV) with a special unknown symbol (UNK). However, we lose information by restricting vocabulary in this manner. In some cases, we just end up training the model to reproduce previous question Q1. For example, We can preserve linguistic structure by assigning a unique symbol to each OOV word. However, this does not help in reducing the vocabulary size. We can thus restrict assigning a new symbol only within a conversation(Q1, Q2, R1) and reuse the symbols across conversations. Hence, it makes sense to assign symbols based on number of unknowns and its position in a single conversation. Syntactic sequence model uses NSU question (Q2), conversation context (Q1, A1) and a symbol map, to generate the resolved question (R1). This symbol map helps in two important ways: it helps preserve the linguistic structure, and at the time of prediction it helps replace unknown symbol with the original word. We can also compare syntactic sequence model to a standard RNN encoder decoder model, where vocabulary is restricted and all OOV words are replaced with a single UNK. A standard RNN encoder decoder model will end up having UNK symbols as output. However, it is not possible to determine which word does this symbol correspond to, as there will be typically many UNK words in an input sequence. Syntactic sequence model addresses this problem by having a symbol map for the current conversation.
Syntactic sequence model however focuses solely on the position of OOV word in the sequence to assign a new unknown symbol and completely discards similarity between OOV words. In the next section (Section 5), we introduce a semantic sequence model that directly addresses this issue. Semantic sequence model focuses on learning semantic patterns from conversations.
Semantic Sequence Model
Syntactic sequence model focuses on learning linguistic patterns in conversations. However, it completely ignores the similarity of OOV words. This can lead to two different input sequences(Q1, A1, Q2) to appear completely identical, even when they resolve to a different question R1. For example, Table 5 depicts two different input sequences with different R1, that look completely identical after assigning new unknown symbols based solely on position. Syntactic sequence model discards the information that OOV words 'Greece' and 'India' are similar, and 'flower' and 'sport' are similar (as compared to other tokens).
(a)
Q1
What is Greece 's national sport ?
What is Greece 's national flower ?
(b)
What is India 's national sport ?
What is UNK1 's national UNK4 ?
What is UNK4 's national UNK2 ?
Greece UNK1 sport UNK2 football UNK3 India UNK4 Table 5 : Syntactic sequence input and output for two conversations with same Q1 but different Q2. Note how this model ends up assigning the same input sequence to (a) and (b) We thus need a model that can exploit the similarity between OOV words and learn a higher level of abstraction. We can assign each OOV word a category number, based on a pre-learnt word category assignment. Each OOV word can then be assigned a new symbol based upon its word category index.
Semantic sequence model assigns a new symbol to each OOV word, based on the word category index. We learn the word category assignments by using a k-means algorithm (MacQueen and others, 1967) , where pre-trained word vectors are used as features.
Assigning new unknown symbols based on word similarity helps the model to focus on a powerful abstraction. The model learns that if a word of a particular category appears in a conversation, output will have words of a specific category. For example, Table 6 demonstrates how the model is trained to retain same output structure even with different NSU question (Q2). This is helpful as model can correctly be trained to preserve output structure at the level of word category, even with variations in input sequence.
Semantic sequence model takes as input a NSU question Q2, conversation context (Q1, A1) and a cluster symbol map. As compared to syntactic sequence model, we can have multiple OOV words assigned to the same cluster symbol token. We can replace the cluster symbol token (such as CL3) by replacing it with Q2 OOV word that was assigned to this cluster. We replace it with Q2 OOV word, as there is a greater chance that words in Q2 will appear in resolved utterance. For example, in Table 6 (a), we can replace CL3 with flower.
(a)

Q1
What is CL1 's national CL3 ?
Greece, India CL1 sport, football CL3 Table 6 : Semantic sequence input and output for Table 5 6 Experiments and Results
Dataset
We evaluate our models on NSU question conversation data which was collected using Amazon Mechanical Turk (Raghu et al., 2015) . NSU question conversation data has 7220 conversations. Each conversation consists of a previous question (Q1), previous answer (A1), NSU question (Q2), and a resolved question (R1). Table 1 highlights a few examples from the dataset. This dataset however has many spelling mistakes, that were fixed manually using a spell checker. 6820 conversations were used for training and the remaining 400 were used as a validation set. We further lower case and then tokenize the text. RNN encoder decoder needs a parallel corpus of an input and output sequence for training. Input sequence is generated by concatenating question (Q1), answer (A1) and NSU question (Q2) with a special end of utterance symbol (END). We use resolved question (R1) as the output sequence. Table 3 lists a sample input and output sequence. There are a total of 12,603 word types, 134K words in input sequence text and 65K words in output sequence text.
Training and Model details
For all experiments, Bidirectional RNN encoder decoder with attention mechanism ) is used. Gated Recurrent unit (GRU) ) is used as the hidden unit for RNN. We used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) as the optimization algorithm with a learning rate of 0.005 and mini-batch size of 128. Although GRU does not suffer from the vanishing gradient problem, it can still suffer from exploding gradient (Graves, 2013; Pascanu et al., 2013) . Thus, a hard constraint on norm of the gradient was enforced by scaling it when norm exceeds a threshold. Word embedding matrix was initialized using pre-trained word vectors . We use an open source Theano (Theano Development Team, 2016) based implementation 1 for training all our models. Word embedding size m, hidden unit size n and regularization parameters are treated as hyperparameters. We train with different configurations based on a combination of these hyper-parameters and select the model that gives the best BLEU score on held out set of 400 conversations.
Evaluation Metric
One possible method to evaluate our models is to manually compare the generated output sequence to gold standard (collected from a held out set). However, this method is slow, human intensive and prone to errors. We wanted a method that could automatically assign a score to the generated output sequence based on how similar it is to the gold standard. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002 ) is a popular metric for evaluating statistical machine translation systems and fits our needs well. A corpus level BLEU score (based on average of four grams) on a held out dataset of 400 was computed to evaluate all our models. We use the standard evaluation script 2 used by machine translation community. Table 7 : BLEU score on a held out set of 400. V refers to vocabulary size
Experiments
Section 3.1 highlighted that RNN encoder decoder model parameters are dominated by the size of vocabulary |V |, which can make the model difficult to train on a small dataset. To evaluate the effect of a large vocabulary on a small dataset, standard RNN encoder decoder is trained. We obtain low BLEU score for this model which has 12,603 words in vocabulary (All-Vocab). For further experiments, size of vocabulary is reduced by selecting only words that occur above a minimum threshold. All the remaining out of vocabulary words (OOV) are marked as UNK. We found that restricting vocabulary further leads to a drop in BLEU score as we generate many UNK words in the output sequence. Thus, we consider this standard RNN encoder decoder model with reduced vocabulary of 808 words as our baseline model for comparison with semantic and syntactic sequence models.
To train semantic sequence model, first all words (12,603) in original vocabulary are assigned clusters using k-means algorithm. Pre-trained word vectors are used as word features. We use default parameters of scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) with k = 8 clusters to assign the word clusters. We experimented with different cluster size, and found k = 8 to give the best results. Words with no word vectors are assigned a new UNK cluster, and words that are numbers are assigned a new NUM cluster. We thus have a total of 10 word clusters. Semantic sequence model shows improvement over the baseline.
Syntactic sequence model is trained by replacing OOV words in input sequence with unique UNK symbols based on its position, as described in Section 4. Maximum length of sequence symbol map for a conversation was found to be 15. Syntactic sequence model achieves significant gain in BLEU score over the baseline. We summarize all the results in Table 7 .
We finally combine the best semantic and syntactic model to create an ensemble model. Ensemble model picks the output sequence which has maximum keywords overlap with NSU question Q2. The intuition behind this criteria is that keywords that appear in Q2 are likely to occur in the resolved question, and therefor a higher overlap of a candidate resolution with Q2 is likely to lead to a better resolution. In this work we approach non-sentential question resolution in conversations as a sequence to sequence learning problem. Sequence to sequence learning models have been shown to work well when trained on a parallel corpus with millions of sentences. However, dataset of this magnitude is extremely hard to get for NSU question conversations. We thus propose to decompose the original problem of NSU question resolution into two separate simplified problems. Each of these simpler problems focuses on an abstraction. Specifically we train a semantic sequence model that learns semantic patterns in conversations, and a syntactic sequence model that learns linguistic patterns in conversations. We finally combine the syntactic and semantic sequence model to generate an ensemble model. Our ensemble model achieves a BLEU score of 30.15 when compared to 18.54 on a standard RNN encoder decoder model with same vocabulary size.
As future work we wish to explore learning much simpler abstractions such as entity and concepts. Ensemble model is created using simple rules that pick the output sequence which has maximum overlap with NSU question. One can learn a statistical ensemble model too that uses other richer features from the simpler abstract models.
